Motivation: Much global attention has been paid to antibiotic resistance in monitoring its emergence, accumulation and dissemination. For rapid characterization and quantification of antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) in metagenomic datasets, an online analysis pipeline, ARGs-OAP has been developed consisting of a database termed Structured Antibiotic Resistance Genes (the SARG) with a hierarchical structure (ARGs type-subtype-reference sequence). Results: The new release of the database, termed SARG version 2.0, contains sequences not only from CARD and ARDB databases, but also carefully selected and curated sequences from the latest protein collection of the NCBI-NR database, to keep up to date with the increasing number of ARG deposited sequences. SARG v2.0 has tripled the sequences of the first version and demonstrated improved coverage of ARGs detection in metagenomes from various environmental samples. In addition to annotation of high-throughput raw reads using a similarity search strategy, ARGs-OAP v2.0 now provides model-based identification of assembled sequences using SARGfam, a high-quality profile Hidden Markov Model (HMM), containing profiles of ARG subtypes. Additionally, ARGs-OAP v2.0 improves cell number quantification by using the average coverage of essential single copy marker genes, as an option in addition to the previous method based on the 16S rRNA gene. Availability and implementation: ARGs-OAP can be accessed through http://smile.hku.hk/SARGs. The database could be downloaded from the same site. Source codes for this study can be downloaded from https://github.com/xiaole99/ARGs-OAP-v2.0.
Introduction
Application of antibiotics to control bacterial infections is among the greatest medical inventions of the last century, but it was soon recognized that antibiotic resistance would become a serious global health risk. The emergence of New Delhi metallo-b-lactamase-bearing bacteria and their subsequent rapid dissemination recently refocused global attention to the seriousness of this problem (Brito et al., 2016; Kumarasamy et al., 2010) . Global leaders have called for research and policy to better understand antibiotic resistance, with the aim of identification and implementation of mitigation strategies in the clinic and environment (Farrar and Davies, 2016; Li et al., 2015) .
The ability to characterize microbial communities from numerous samples has been accelerated by wide utilization of highthroughput sequencing technology. The increasing size of environmental datasets has presented new obstacles to the exploration and analysis of the included data. A comprehensive and up-to-date database of ARGs together with an analysis pipeline assists greatly the detection and classification of ARGs in these very large datasets (Gibson et al., 2015; Jia et al., 2017; Lakin et al., 2016; Liu and Pop, 2009) . One published database, Structured Antibiotic Resistance Genes (SARG) (Yang et al., 2016) , was mainly derived from a combination of ARDB (Liu and Pop, 2009 ) and CARD databases (McArthur et al., 2013) . SARG contains 4049 manually curated ARGs reference sequences comprising 24 ARGs types and 1209 subtypes in a hierarchical structure. Each reference sequence is tagged with its functional gene annotation (ARGs subtype) and membership within a class of antibiotics targeted by the gene (ARGs type). In May 2016, an online analysis pipeline, ARGs-OAP (version 1.0), was published for public access to a rapid and convenient analysis of ARGs in metagenomic datasets (http://smile.hku.hk/SARGs). Worldwide attention and visits (Knowles et al., 2016; McArthur and Tsang, 2017; Stedtfeld et al., 2016; Su et al., 2017; Thoendel et al., 2017; Waseem et al., 2017) of this pipeline within the first year of its release illustrates its value in facilitating research on this global problem ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ).
With the rapid development of sequencing technology and declining costs, huge amounts of new metagenomic sequences are being released. The September 2017 release of the National Center for Biotechnology Information Non-Redundant Protein Sequence Database (NCBI-NR) was 2.2-fold larger than the February 2015 release (74 GB versus 34 GB). To remain current with increasing deposition of new sequences, the SARG database needed to be expanded accordingly to include widely representative reference sequences. As well, timely adjustments were made to place sequences within the SARG in accurate structure, with reference to new evidence. Hence, the new version of SARG provides better quantitative and qualitative analyses of ARGs in environmental samples.
ARGs-OAP currently uses similarity search based annotation, i.e. BLAST and UBLAST as it provides a straight forward query sequence against available subject sequences, although it is less efficient than model-based alignment method in exploiting potential novel genes. Profile Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (Eddy, 1998 ) is a probabilistic model-based method that has been used in the construction of well-known Pfam (Finn et al., 2016) and TIGERFAM databases (Haft et al., 2003) . A HMM captures conserved regions necessary for protein function, and can thus more sensitively detect remote homology. However, there is limited application of profile HMMs in ARGs annotation. With our expanded SARG database, reference sequences of ARGs were carefully chosen as seeds and constructed into profile HMMs to be integrated into the ARGs-OAP pipeline, thereby making the database more comprehensive as well as up-to-date with public database content.
After annotation by alignment method within the ARGs-OAP, detected ARGs can be normalized against the total reads, 16S rRNA genes and cell numbers (Yang et al., 2016) . The new version of ARGs-OAP extends the cell number calculation method, which used 16S rRNA gene as a sole marker gene in the original version (Yang et al., 2016) , to include the use of the average coverage of a set of universal essential single copy marker genes (ESCMGs) (Nayfach and Pollard, 2015) , which is a subset of previously identified bacterial and archaeal PhyEco marker genes (Wu et al., 2013) .
In general, ARGs-OAP version 2.0 further improved the features of fast annotation of ARGs profiles from extensive environmental metagenomic datasets and enhanced its performance by the following: (i) expansion of the integrated SARG database; (ii) implementation of a new module that provides a profile HMM search strategy as an alternative to the similarity based search strategy; and (iii) the application of essential single copy marker genes to cell number calculations.
Materials and methods

Retrieval of potential ARGs sequences from NCBI-NR
The SARG database used in ARGs-OAP v1.0 contained nonredundant ARGs references from ARDB (Liu and Pop, 2009) and CARD (McArthur et al., 2013) . SARG was used as the seed with which to retrieve additional potential ARGs sequences from the NCBI-NR (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/db/FASTA/nr.gz, version on July 21, 2016) following the procedure in Figure 1 . Specifically, NCBI-NR was subjected to local BLASTP against the SARG v1.0 database to hit potential ARGs sequences, using a cut-off e-value of 1e-7 and specific identity cut-off values (i.e. 90, 80 and 70%). Those filtered hit sequences were extracted from NCBI-NR database and different identity cut-offs were used to classify different gene pool accuracy levels: Accurate, Moderate and Loose, respectively. Each of these three pools was then subjected separately to the procedure depicted in Figure 1 for further examination and the removal of partial sequences, including incomplete amino acid sequences and those with characters 'partial' in annotation. We used the Moderate subset as a demonstration for the method description, validation and subsequent discussion, since after hand-curation (described later), the Moderate subset was sufficiently accurate to serve as a reference sequence group for annotating query and did not excessively recruit false positives. In the present study, the Moderate subset was also used in profile HMMs construction and was the one recommended to be applied in metagenomic analysis. However, ARGs-OAP, provides database options at different accuracy levels according to user's preference. Detailed information related to identity cut-off is described in Supplementary Material S1 and Figure S1 .
Construction of SARG v2.0 database
Parallel classifying schemes were conducted to seat the 52 326 candidate sequences (Moderate level, also used below) retrieved from NR into the hierarchical structure (i.e. types and subtypes following the classification in SARG v1.0). The first scheme was based on a similarity search strategy, where the sequence was assigned to the subtype including the best reference sequence hit in SARG v1.0, and the best reference sequence hits were identified by using similarity analysis conducted on R version 3.4.0. In parallel, the second scheme assigned the sequences to a subtype (corresponding to one or multiple keywords) based on keyword matching by searching the description of a sequence against a collection of thousands of ARGs relevant keywords. The collection of these keywords was generated mainly from ARGs subtype names included in SARG v1.0. Additionally, variance and punctuation usage diversity among these names were also considered. Keyword matching and sequence classification were performed using self-written Python scripts. Following the parallel schemes, the two classifications of a sequence were cross-checked against each other and only the sequences with matching classifications (at both type and subtype levels) were retained; all others were removed. The remaining sequences were added to SARG v1.0. Duplicate sequences (i.e. identical AA sequence) assigned into different subtypes due to mis-annotation in their original submissions, were manually checked through literature reviews and validation by aligning with a third annotation source (i.e. Swiss-Prot database; http://www.uniprot.org/). The assignment with the most accurate description was retained. Lastly, redundant sequences were removed from the whole database via deduplication. The final SARG v2.0 database included only sequences with accurate and informative descriptions/annotations and precise classification of types and subtypes in the hierarchical structure of ARGs.
Online-analysis pipeline ARGs-OAP v2.0
With the more inclusive updated database (i.e. SARG v2.0) as the alternative to SARG v1.0, the pipeline ARGs-OAP v2.0 was put forward to annotate ARGs sequences through the same procedures as ARGs-OAP v1.0. The pipeline supports a two-step analysis of multiple samples to use UBLAST (Edgar, 2010) in the first step to prescreen potential ARGs sequences and 16S rRNA sequences from the datasets and then to align identified potential ARGs sequences against SARG v1.0 using BLASTX (Yang et al., 2016) . The output files can be downloaded as tables listing the abundances of ARGs types/subtypes in different units: (i) 'ppm' (number of ARGs sequences in one million sequences); (ii) 'copies of ARG per copy of 16S rRNA'; (iii) 'copies of ARG per prokaryote's cell' (details are listed in Supplementary S2). Accuracy and specificity of the two-step analysis method have been proved in our previous studies based on SARG v1.0 (Yang et al., 2014) , and further proved using the SARG v2.0 database (Supplementary Table S2 ).
Next, a comparison of the richness and diversity of ARG profiles generated using the two SARG database versions was conducted among 42 representative samples from 8 different types of environments, including 12 samples from livestock feces or swine farm wastewater, 4 samples from river water, 2 samples of wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) influent, 11 samples of activated sludge (AS), 5 samples from anaerobic digested sludge (ADS), 2 samples of WWTP effluent, 3 samples of fishpond sediment and 3 samples of drinking water. The ARGs profiles of all samples were reported in our previous studies (Chao et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2013) . Detailed information of these samples can be found in Supplementary Table S1 .
Construction and validation of SARGfam database
Within the comprehensive SARG v2.0 database constructed as described above, 258 subtypes, each containing more than 3 sequences, were selected as candidates for profile HMMs of ARGs' construction, the workflow of which is shown in Figure 2 . For each subtype, a phylogenetic tree topology was constructed and questionable sequence(s) that were distantly related to the core cluster was filtered out. Then, a leave-one-out test was used to construct profile HMMs while scoring each sequence to mark subtypes in which any seed sequence was scored 10% lower. This leave-one-out test was treated as a reference for the fine adjustment of seed sequences within a subtype. Afterwards, a train subset was randomly chosen from each subtype and used to construct the profile HMMs with HMMER 3 suite (Finn et al., 2015) , while the remaining sequences were used as the test subset for validation. Next, a specific gathering threshold (GA) was selected in the range of 1 to 3000 for each profile HMM to optimize the quality of the constructed model using Shell scripts. To validate, the test sequences comprising the target subset were mixed with non-target sequences in other subtypes and retrieved through HMMSCAN to calculate the recall and To modify the models with crosstalking, the related seed sequences were inspected, and questionable sequences were abandoned, followed by loop action of all above mentioned steps to eliminate the cross-talking. SARGfam and HMM-based alignment algorithm for ARGs-like sequences annotation were also added to ARGs-OAP v2.0 as a function module. This module supports a sequence retrieval strategy that supplements the current similarity search method (i.e. UBLAST and BLAST), especially when applied on detecting remote homolog (novel genes). To conduct HMMSACN against SARGfam, the user must initially predict ORFs within contigs assembled from raw reads, and then upload the predicted ORFs or other protein sequences to the online Galaxy for the identification of ARGs-like protein. The summarized results can be downloaded from the online server in table format.
Comparison of HMMSCAN and BLASTP in ARGs identification
To demonstrate differences in the performance of HMMSCAN and BLASTP in terms of ARGs-like sequences recruitment, the predicted ORFs from 10 metagenomics samples of livestock feces were aligned against SARGfam and SARG v2.0, respectively. The 10 datasets, which included samples from chicken and pig feces, were selected from the above-mentioned 42 samples because they reportedly contained high abundances of ARGs. Metagenomic sequences were first assembled using IDBA (Peng et al., 2012) and ORFs were predicted using MetaGeneMark (Zhu et al., 2010) . Next, predicted ORFs were annotated using either (i) HMMSCAN against SARGfam with the parameters of -cut_ga or (ii) BLASTP against SARG v2.0 database with the following parameters: e-value, 1e-10; similarity, 80%; and alignment length percentage, 70%.
Cell number estimation with essential single-copy marker genes
Besides the aforementioned ARGs database update, ARGs-OAP v2.0 also improved the process of cell number estimation from a metagenomics dataset. DIAMOND v1.09 (Buchfink et al., 2015) was used to search the 30 sets of ESCMGs (Nayfach and Pollard, 2015) and thus estimate the genome/cell numbers of a metagenomics dataset. To explore the best parameters for obtaining solid cell numbers, three simulated metagenomics samples were generated to mimic different environments including animal feces, AS and effluent of WWTP according to their community compositions determined from 16S rRNA profiles. Each simulated metagenomics library was generated from 2000 complete genomes (i.e. 2000 cells) using the metagenomic simulator iMESSi (Mende et al., 2012) . The list of complete genomes used in this simulation and information about their coverage in different environments are provided in Supplementary Table S2. 3 Results and discussions 3.1 Overview of database SARG v2.0 A total of 12 307 curated ARGs reference sequences are included in SARG v2.0, a three-fold increase in the number of sequences in SARG v1.0 (n ¼ 4049). The reference sequences are hierarchically organized using tags that indicates their specific resistances to 24 different antibiotic types (i.e. type level), which are encoded by 1208 kinds of resistance genes (i.e. subtype level) (Fig. 3, Supplementary Table S3 ).
In the SARG v2.0 database, the multidrug resistance type (4808 sequences, 36% of the total) was the most dominant type based on the number of reference sequences, followed by the beta-lactam (19%), MLS (12%) and tetracycline (11%) resistance types (Fig. 3) , which shows a slight difference from the SARG v1.0 database with the first four dominant resistant types being beta-lactam resistance type (37%), multidrug (23%), tetracycline (6%) and aminoglycoside (6%).
The addition of new reference sequences not only increased the coverage of the database, but also widened the spectrum of ARGs that could be identified using profile HMMs. For SARG v2.0, there are 253 subtypes that contain more than 3 sequences and are eligible for profile HMMs construction, covering 11 285 sequences (92% of the total 12 307 sequences), while SARG v1.0 includes only 218 subtypes (having 2987 sequences), accounting for 74% of the total 4049 sequences.
Assessments of the database update using environmental samples
The accurate and comprehensive identification and quantification of ARGs in environmental samples represent critical stages in academic research and the implementation of risk assessment/control against the antimicrobial resistance crisis. Since its publication more than one year ago, the ARGs-OAP v1.0 has been used widely by researchers in different countries, including USA, China, India, UK, France, Germany, etc. (Knowles et al., 2016; Luo et al., 2017; McArthur and Tsang, 2017; Stedtfeld et al., 2016; Su et al., 2017; Thoendel et al., 2017; Waseem et al., 2017) (Supplementary Fig. S1 ). However, this pipeline is limited by the number of included ARGs sequences. The new, expanded SARG v2.0 database, by contrast, could generate more comprehensive ARGs profiles of environment samples and thus provide more accurate quantification results. To evaluate the performance of SARG v2.0 database, both SARG v1.0 and v2.0 were used to analyze 42 datasets from 8 typical environments representing a broad range of ARGs distribution in different conditions associated with various levels of anthropogenic impacts. The ARGs abundances (in the unit of 'copies of ARGs per copy of 16S rRNA gene') and richness (indicated by the number of newly detected subtypes) are discussed to illustrate the improvement using the new SARG v2.0 database for those samples with varying ARGs levels (Li et al., 2015) .
Per the results in Figure 4 , the new database SARG v2.0 increased detection of ARGs in different samples with different percentages, from 1.8% in livestock feces to 35.8% in drinking water, compared with SARG v1.0. Next, four levels of samples were ranked by the degree of improvement in detection. The first included natural environmental samples (i.e. river water, sediment and drinking water), which had the highest rates of detection improvement (10.8-35.8%). The second level included some WWTP samples, including WWTP AS, ADS and effluent (3.6-8.5%). The third level, WWTP influent, increased by 3.3%. And the fourth level, livestock feces, had an increase of only 1.8%. A Mann-Whitney test confirmed a ranking of total abundances in different samples in which three levels were stratified by significant differences, as follows: livestock feces > WWTP influents > the group including other WWTP and natural environmental samples (P-value: <0.05). Differences in the total abundance of ARGs between two adjacent levels ranged from 2.25-to 6.36-fold. There was a trend that the more the total abundance, the less the detection increase. It also indicated that there were some resistance genes undetected using the version 1 database in natural environments (e.g. drinking water) while most of the resistance gene types in livestock feces could be covered by version 1. All these results from ARGs-OAP v2.0 were confirmed to be reliable based on a manual check of annotation of identified ARGs-like sequences using NCBI online tool BLASTX, which returned an accuracy rate >97% indicating the reliability of the SARG v2.0 pipeline using.
Besides comparing the total abundance in various samples, the ARG type-level distributions and contributions within a specific sample were inspected. Although the types exhibiting the greatest improvements in detection varied in samples, those improvements merely affected the abundances of ARGs but did not alter the intrinsic structures of ARGs types within a specific sample. All samples from natural environments and WWTP AS and ADS exhibited the greatest increases in the abundance of the multidrug resistance (23-68%) type, which was attributed to the greatest expansion of reference sequences in the SARG v2.0 (Fig. 3) . Within other samples: WWTP effluent/WWTP influent/livestock feces, the resistance types responsible for the greatest increases in the abundances of ARGs were disparate: beta-lactam/fosfomycin/fosmidomycin, respectively. In addition, significance tests of difference between the two versions and correlation tests of the two datasets revealed that composition of ARGs types in each sample resulting from the SARG v2.0 did not differ from the results obtained using SARG v1.0 database (P-value: 0.893-1.00) but kept at high level of correlation (Pearson correlation: 0.987-0.9999).
Regarding ARGs subtypes, SARG v2.0 improved richness detection in various samples. Using SARG v1.0, 652 out of all subtypes (1209 listed) could be detected, whereas this number increased to 725 subtypes with SARG v2.0. In other words, the latter analysis detected 73 previously undetected ARGs subtypes in one or more of all analyzed samples from 8 types of environments. The abundances of those newly detected subtypes, which were attributed to aminoglycoside, beta-lactam, MLS, multidrug, vancomycin and other resistance, ranged from 9.00e-07 to 4.01e-02 copies of ARGs per copy of 16S rRNA (Supplementary Table S6 ) and were identified in 7 different environments. These results proved beyond a doubt that the increased subtype detection was due to the reference database expansion, as the traditional similarity searching alignment suffers from the limitation Fig. 4 . Comparison of total ARGs abundance in different environments (copies of ARGs per copy of 16S rRNA gene) using SARG v1.0 database (left in each group) and SARG v2.0 (right), respectively, in the annotation pipeline. Number labels on the top of bars showed the increased detection rate using SARG v2.0 compared with version 1.0 of well-annotated reference genes. Thus, the SARG v2.0 database provided for a broader survey of ARGs in varied environment samples.
Construction of profile HMMs of ARGs
With the comprehensive and structured sequences in SARG v2.0, and the application of HMMER 3.0, a new profile HMMs database, SARGfam, with a high retrieval performance, was constructed and embedded in ARGs-OAP v2.0 to provide a new tool for ARGs annotation in environmental samples. SARGfam concatenates 189 validated HMMs profiles that were constructed based on 9080 seed sequences covering 19 ARGs types in SARG v2.0 (Supplementary  Table S7 ). After optimizing the profile specific cut-off GA, more than 93% of the 189-validated profile HMMs achieved perfect precision (100%, 180 HMMs) and perfect recall (100%, 177 HMMs) ( Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. S3 ). Both the global e-value (1e-50) and profile specific GA were tested as retrieval cutoffs, and GA threshold was found to yield a superior recall and precision for all subtypes (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. S3 ).
Although these validated profile HMMs covered 73.8% of the total 12 307 references sequences, not the whole SARG v2.0, these subtypes are likely to represent well the dominant subtypes detected in environmental samples. Most (61.7-97.1% of the total ARGs abundances in copies of ARGs per copy of 16S rRNA) of detected ARGs in 42 the aforementioned environmental samples, were aligned with and referred to the seed sequences covered by SARGfam (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig. S4 ). The high detection coverage demonstrates the usefulness of SARGfam for the broad-spectrum determination of antibiotic resistance in various environments.
Application of SARGfam and comparison with BLASTP in ORFs identification
To illustrate the performance of SARGfam in sequence annotation, Figure 6 summarizes a comparison of the number of ARGs-like ORFs in different ARGs types identified from different environmental samples, comparing with a traditional alignment BLASTP strategy. On one hand, the HMMs appeared to fetch much more potential ARGs proteins, with 193 and 918 hits in chick samples, 400 and 2032 hits in adult chicken samples, 157 and 2214 hits in piglet samples and 101 and 2284 hits in grown pig samples identified using two methods. The profiles of total hit numbers displayed that 4.8-to 22.5-fold increase in the number of classified sequences relative to BLASTP, implying a much greater capability for sequence annotation by SARGfam. On the other hand, the distributions of ARGs types differed between the HMMSCAN and BLASTP analyses (Fig. 6) . BLASTP identified multidrug, tetracycline, MLS and aminoglycoside as the top four abundant ARGs types in all samples (except grown pig), whereas the HMMs-based search identified different top four abundant types: multidrug, vancomycin, polymyxin and beta-lactam (or aminoglycoside, MLS, fosmidomycin). On the condition that proof of ground truth was lacking, the HMMs-based search results were assessed by a double confirmation analysis of hundreds of randomly selected hit ORFs in Figure 6 via NCBI online BLASTP with a cut-off identity >50%. This analysis indicated 67-90% of those hits identified by the HMM-based search as true positives. To justify the performance of HMMSCAN, this assessment should be regarded as a reference instead of verification because the assessment online was based on a similarity search. Indeed, the HMMs-based method was too aggressive in that it might retrieve potential false positives thus functional screening is suggested before finalizing the definition of novel genes.
Parameters optimization of cell number estimation
Thirty sets of marker genes were searched using the default 'fast' model in DIAMOND v1.09 to estimate the cell numbers in the three simulated datasets. A search of the whole parameters space of identity and e-value revealed a river-like area in space that reflected the minimum difference between the accurate and estimated cell numbers (Fig. 7) . Specifically, for different simulated samples, the color values were below -2 at an identity of 45% and log10 (e-value) of approximately 0.4 (equivalent to an e-value of 3), indicating that the difference between the estimated and the actual cell number was less than 1%.
From the simulated results, it could be inferred that with proper parameters in ESCMGs method, the difference between the actual and estimated numbers was within the limited divergence (less than 1%). In other words, this method performed well when estimating cell numbers. We recommend using the ESCMGs method for future studies as this simple and straightforward analysis algorithm involves less steps compared with the previously used 16S rRNA genes based method in ARGs-OAP v1.0 (Yang et al., 2016) . Thus, in the ARGs-OAP v2.0, the two cell number calculation options for the similarity search module can be chosen according to the user's preference, while the default option is the ESCMGs method.
Comparison of time cost of the bioinformatics analysis
The time costs of bioinformatics analyses using the two versions of SARG database were compared using 6 samples from different environmental types including river water, AS and WWTP influent, with individual data sizes of 20 million reads (100 bp). Parameters of the working platform and the computer were 64-bit version of UBLAST and 1 thread on a local computer (Lenovo ThinkStation-D20: CPU 2.40 GHz Â 8 cores; Memory 96GB). Using SARG v1.0 and v2.0 required 382-948 min and 390-939 min respectively for prescreening of potential ARGs together with 16S rRNA genes picking. No extra cost of time was required to go through a bioinformatics analysis using SARG v2.0 rather than SARG v1.0.
Comparison of time cost for HMMSCAN and BLASTP was also conducted using the sample computer. By testing pig and chicken feces samples, that process of BLASTP costed 5-6 h for 100 MB datasets (aa, predicted ORFs) while HMMSCAN required 1-2 h.
Summary
With this study, we aimed to advance the analytical methods used for the rapid annotation of ARGs in environmental samples. Accordingly, in this paper we introduce ARGs-OAP v2.0, which represents a significant improvement over v1.0 in terms of database update and tool development.
First, we updated the SARG database from v1.0 to v2.0 to contain almost all currently available ARGs sequences and by using three accuracy levels (Accurate, Moderate and Loose) for the retrieval of seed sequences from the NCBI-NR database to construct v2.0 database. The quality of the database and the underlying metagenomic analysis depend on the rigorous selection and careful classification of those seed sequences into a ARGs type-subtype-sequence hierarchical structure. In the future, the SARG database will be frequently updated to include newly available sequences and modified according to newly released amendment information using the pipeline established in this study.
Second, SARGfam was constructed as a component of SARG v2.0 and was based on the profile HMMs of training qualified ARGs sequences collected in the SARG v2.0 database. After optimizing the gathering threshold of each model constructed on a ARGs subtype, more than 93% of 189 validated profile HMMs achieved perfect precision and recall. A new module based on SARGfam and HMMSCAN was thereby integrated into ARGs-OAP v2.0, where it supplements the similarity searching strategy by providing a novel perspective regarding the characterization of specific sequence domains.
Third, we took the advantage of an ensemble of essential singlecopy marker genes to estimate genomes/cells, which have been . Contour plots showed parameter optimization results to get the estimated cell numbers with three simulated environmental metagenomics samples. The plots a), c), e) were the whole parameters space of identity (0-100%) and e-value (20 to 1e-10). The b), d), f) were details of the rectangle areas. The color of the contour plots represented the difference between the estimated cell numbers and the actual 2000 cell numbers, the color was generated on log10 scale of the value (j(estimated number-2000)/2000j). In detail, for the value in the legend color, -2 represented 1% difference between the estimated numbers with the actual 2000 cell number, -1 represented 10% difference. The lower the value was, the better the parameters combination were. The red arrow pointed to the lowest difference between estimated numbers with the actual numbers (Color version of this figure is available at Bioinformatics online.) routinely used to estimate average genome size or normalize the functional genes abundance across samples. Tests on simulated datasets showed that by using abundance information of these marker genes obtained through similarity search at reads level, after optimization of the alignment parameters, the estimated cell number could be quite accurate with minor variation from the ground truth in the simulated metagenomics samples (less than 1% difference at an identity of 45% and e-value of 3). Hence, we propose that this new method is the default in quantification of cell numbers in ARGs-OAP v2.0, in addition to the previous method based on 16S rRNA gene.
